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Short summary on previous steps
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We reviewed 16 relevant cases

Woningpas and EPC+ combine the
BRP with an integrated database
with building data and beyond.
Financing: public (Flanders Region,
inter-ministerial cooperation)

individueller Sanierungsfahrplan
provides a detailed individual renovation
roadmap for single family houses
Financing: public (Federal government)

Several (regional) examples of models,
promoting and offering BRPs to owners,
auditors and craftsmen
• Passeport Efficacité Energétique
• Passeport Énergie Habitat
• Picardie Pass Rénovation
Financing: Both private and public
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Map designer:

We derived relevant information
Danish EPC framework
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We asked for your opinions
How important are the following aspects for a building renovation passport?
Comparison between the current and future status of the building (energy use, energy costs, CO2, comfort, etc.)
A step-by-step plan
Renovation advice/ recommendations

Estimated energy savings and energy cost savings of various renovation measures
Information on related costs of various renovation measures
Link to potential advantageous loans and subsidies for various renovation measures
Information on payback time for various renovation measures
Digital registry of all relevant building and energy data (i.e. logbook)
Information related to indoor health and comfort
Estimated effect on property value for various renovation measures
Information related to energy performance (e.g. Energy Performance Certificate class)
Comparison with similar buildings in the region
Information on estimated reduced CO2 emissions for various renovation measures
Information on the building’s whole-life carbon emissions
Information related to appliance and systems ‘smartness’
Other aspects resulting from the renovation which impacts the sustainability of a building over its lifecycle (life…

Not important

Slightly important

Important

Fairly important
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N/A
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Key lessons learnt
• BRPs are effective in alleviating two of the main barriers to renovation;
• low awareness of the benefits of energy renovation and;
• insufficient knowledge of what measures to implement and in which order

• Renovation advice is more effective when it is integrated with, and reinforced by, other
elements (e.g. simple access/use, financial support, communication)
• Renovation advice, together with other support measures, has an impact on;
•
•
•
•

the decision to renovate,
The timing of the renovation decision
the number of measures to implement and their performance level,
as well as on what kind of measures that are being implemented

• The existing schemes and initiatives do not target any hard-to-reach groups (not
interested, low-income etc.)
• Indoor environmental quality and the environmental aspects of renovations are not
included in the existing cases, yet
Task 4.1
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We proposed a definition of
building renovation passport
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Analysis of replicability and
feasibility
Mariangiola Fabbri (BPIE)
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Main barriers
Building typology
Type of renovations
Key lessons learnt: what is an enabling framework for BRPs?
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Main barriers
Residential
Type of barrier

Awareness

Barrier

Owner
occupied

Rented

Public

Service

Don't know where to find the right information

**

**

**

*

Limited understanding of energy performance

***

***

***

***

Uncertainty of what to do and where to start

***
***

***
***

**
**

**
*

***
**
**

***
**
**

***
**
**

**
**
**

Administrative barriers

**
**
**

**
***
**

*
**
*

*
**
**

Need to use the space (i.e. no room for renovation)

**

**

*

**

Cost of renovation is too high
Financial

Lack of attractive financial products
No energy savings guarantees
Lack of time for renovation works

Low trust in installers/professionals
Other

Non-residential

Too much hassle

Task 5.1
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Building typology
For what building typology do you
consider a BRP most suitable?
All buildings
Public buildings
Commercial buildings
Multi-family buildings
Single-family houses
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Staged and one-step deep renovation

Source: IFEU, 2019
Task 5.1
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Key lessons learnt:
What is an enabling framework for BRPs?
• Increased competence and skills to carry out deep renovations and
BRPs
• Technical framework to align BRP with national calculation
methodologies
• Integrate the BRP into existing and new instruments and regulations
(EPCs, SRI, building logbooks etc.)
• Integrate in long-term renovation strategies
• Entry cost of BRPs for owners should be minimized
Task 5.1
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Thank you…
Mariangiola

info@bpie.eu

www.bpie.eu

@BPIE_eu

This study is a service contract with the European Commission’s Directorate General for Energy and has received funding
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